Abstract-String similarity join, as an essential operation in applications including data integration and data cleaning, has attracted significant attention in the research community. Previous studies focus on global similarity join. In this paper, we study local similarity join with edit distance constraints, which finds string pairs from two string collections that have similar substrings. We study two kinds of local similarity join problems: checking local similar pairs and locating local similar pairs. We first consider the case where if two strings are locally similar to each other, they must share a common gram of a certain length. We show how to do efficient local similarity verification based on a matching gram pair. We propose two pruning techniques and an incremental method to further improve the efficiency of finding matching gram pairs. Then, we devise a method to locate the longest similar substring pair for two local similar strings. We conducted a comprehensive experimental study to evaluate the efficiency of these techniques.
Example 1. In data integration, users often want to match the same entity from different sources. Fig. 1 shows an example of an online shopping mall's purchase list and a supply list from its supplier. Record r 1 in Fig. 1a and record s 1 in Fig. 1b describe the same Samsung camera model. In particular, they have two substrings that have slightly different representations. Finding this type of pairs can help us locate records related to the same product, so that we can do a deeper analysis to remove duplicates and integrate information from different sources.
Example 2. A fundamental problem in protein sequence
comparison is to decide whether two sequences share common structural and functional features based on similarity observed in their amino acid sequences. The decision can help scientists detect biologically similar living organisms in a large genome bank. Fig. 2 shows two biosequences that are globally dissimilar but share similar substrings. In particular, the underlined substrings of s 3 and s 5 are similar.
In this paper, we study the problem of local similarity join, which finds pairs from two string collections such that they share similar substrings. To evaluate local similarity, we follow the way in [3] to evaluate local similarity by using length and edit distance constraints, since edit distance has been widely used for evaluating string similarity. In [3] , the local similarity matching problem is defined as matching any l-length pattern with k errors. It finds all locations in the text where an l-length substring of P ocucrs, with at most k differences. In real applications, l can be set to be the minimal entity length or phrase length, and k should satisfy k ( l. Different from the similarity matching problem in [3] , we focus on local similarity join problem. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study of the local similarity join problem under edit distance constraint. It contains two subproblems: checking local similar pairs and locating local similar pairs. We develop techniques to solve the problem efficiently. We make the following contributions:
We develop a local similarity join framework for string collections in Section 3. It consists of three steps: (i) finding and pruning matching gram pairs to generate candidate gram pairs, (ii) verifying candidates by extending candidate gram pairs to substring pairs and calculating edit distance of substring pairs, and (iii) updating index. The framework can support self-join as well as join between two collections of strings.
We first focus on the sub-problem of "checking local similar pairs". Local similarity verification based on a matching gram pair is not trivial. Naively it needs to enumerate all the substring pairs. Existing extension-based method, which conducts exact extension in one string and similar extension in another string, cannot solve the problem. How to do efficient verification without enumerating all the substring paris? We propose techniques in Section 4 to tackle this question. Furthermore, there are many matching grams, some of which could not extend to the final results, whereas others could cause duplicate verifications. Existing pruning methods do not work for local similarity problem, thus in Section 5 we propose two new orthogonal pruning techniques to reduce candidates, and an incremental method to boost the process. We extend the techniques of "checking local similar pairs" to the sub-problem of "locating local similar pairs" in Section 6. We show that our techniques are general enough to cover these two sub-problems. We conduct extensive experiments on real and synthetic datasets to show the efficiency of the proposed techniques in Section 7.
PRELIMINARIES 2.1 Problem Description
Let S be an alphabet of characters. For a string s consisting of characters in S, we use jsj to denote its length, s½i to denote the ith character (starting from 1), and s½i; j to denote the substring from position i to position j (a.k.a., "gram" at position i with length j À i þ 1). We use s À1 to denote the reversed string of s. For example, if s ¼ abc, s À1 ¼ cba. We use edðr; sÞ to denote the edit distance between string r and string s, which is the minimum number of single-character edit operations (insertion, deletion, and substitution) to transform r to s.
Definition 1 (Local similar pair).
Given an edit distance threshold t and a length l (t < l), a string pair hr; si is called "locally similar under t w.r.t. l," denoted by ed l ðr; sÞ t, iff there exists a substring a of r and a substring b of s, such that jaj ! l, jbj ! l, and edða; bÞ t. Very often we omit "under t w.r.t. l" if the parameters are clear in the context.
We say ha; bi is a longest local similar pair of r and s if minðjaj; jbjÞ is maximum among all the similar substring pairs of r and s.
Consider the example in Fig. 1 . Let l ¼ 10 and t ¼ 2. Then hr 1 ; s 1 i is a local similar pair under t w.r.t. l, since substring r 1 ½1; 14 = Samsung_DV150F and substring s 1 ½5; 20 = Samsung's_DV150F have an edit distance 2 and their lengths are not less than 10. hr 1 ½1; 14, s 1 ½5; 20i is also their longest similar substring pair.
Below we define two sub-problems.
Checking Local Similar Pairs (also called LS-JOIN CHECKING problem or the "LJC problem"): Given two string collections R and S, let l be a length threshold and t be an edit distance threshold. The problem of checking local similar pairs is to find all similar string pairs hr; si 2 R Â S, such that ed l ðr; sÞ t. We use "R ffl C l;t S" to represent the operation of checking local similar pairs.
Example 3. For the two string sets R and S in Fig. 1, we have R ffl C l¼10;t¼2 S = {hr 1 ; s 1 i, hr 2 ; s 2 i, hr 2 ; s 3 i, hr 3 ; s 4 i}. Similarly, for the string set S shown in Fig. 2 , we have S ffl C l¼10;t¼2 S = {hs 3 ; s 5 i, hs 4 ; s 6 i}. Locating Local Similar Pairs (also called LS-JOIN LOCATING problem or the "LJL problem"): For each local similar string pair hr; si 2 R Â S with ed l ðr; sÞ t, locate the longest local similar pair ha; bi of hr; si under t w.r.t. l. 1 We use "R ffl L l;t S" to represent the operation of locating local similar pairs.
Example 4. Consider the two string sets R and S in Fig. 1 
Edit Distance Matrix
Edit distance can be computed using matrix-filling dynamic programming algorithm [23] , which reserves a matrix to hold the edit distances between all the prefixes of two strings. We use hi; ji to denote a cell at the ith row and jth column in an edit distance matrix, and use Dði; jÞ to denote the cell value. The edit distance matrix is constructed based on the recurrence relation given in Equation (1) 1. Notice that there could be multiple pairs of longest similar substrings. In that case, we only find one of them.
Dði; jÞ ¼ min Dði; j À 1Þ þ 1; Dði À 1; jÞ þ 1; Dði À 1; j À 1Þ þ c ij ;
(1) Fig. 3 shows an example of edit distance computation between strings ARDCRC and ARCDRA. Their edit distance is Dð6; 6Þ ¼ 3.
The computation can be improved if we just want to check whether the edit distance of two strings is within a threshold t. Since ji À jj Dði; jÞ t, the computation of any cell hi; ji can be ignored if ji À jj > t. For example, let t ¼ 2, the grey cells in Fig. 3 do not need to be computed.
We say two cells hi 1 ; j 1 i and hi 2 ; j 2 i are in the same diago-
It is straightforward to verify a property of edit distance matrix: Dði; jÞ ! Dði À 1; j À 1Þ, which is called edit distance diagonal property.
A FRAMEWORK FOR CHECKING LOCAL SIMILAR PAIRS
In this section, we study how to solve the LJC problem, i.e., checking local similar pairs. Naively we can solve the LJC problem using a global similarity join method (e.g., Pass-Join [17] ) as follows. It first builds an index based on string set R, then performs similarity search on string set S. For each string r 2 R, it converts r into a substring collection C r , which contains all the substrings of r with a length of at least l. Then it inserts all the substrings into the index. For each string s 2 S, it makes the same conversion on s to get C s , and does similarity search for each substring in C s with t edit distance. If a substring in C r is found to be similar with a substring in C s , it takes string pair hr; si as a result.
This naive approach generates substrings for the entire string set S. Clearly this approach is inefficient. Now we present our framework LS-JOIN based on the assumption that if two strings are locally similar, they must share at least one common q-gram. In Theorem 1 we show that this assumption always holds when the gram length q satisfies a special condition. And we guarantee that our approach will not miss any local matching results. Fig. 4 illustrates the process in LS-JOIN framework. The whole computation is an iterative process, which consists of three steps: (i) generate candidates, (ii) verify candidates, and (iii) update inverted index. Without loss of generality, we first focus on the self-join case, i.e., R ¼ S. Algorithm 1 shows the process. I is initialized with empty. We start from the first string s 1 in the string collection. For each q-gram u in string s 1 , we find its matching grams in an inverted index I. Since I is empty, no matching grams can be found. So we directly update the index I as follows. For each gram u at p u in s 1 , if it is not an index key in I, we build an inverted list I u for u. We then append hs 1 ; p u i in the list I u . Then we process the second string s 2 . For each gram u 0 in s 2 , we find its matching grams in inverted index I. Let v ¼ hs 1 ; p v i be a matching gram of u 0 . We verify the local similarity of hs 1 ; s 2 i using Verify function. If the verification passes, the algorithm inserts hs 1 ; s 2 i into the result set A. After processing all the grams of the current string s 2 , we update the index I using all grams in s 2 . We keep processing all strings in the collection as above.
Algorithm 1. LS-JOIN(S; l; t)
Input: S: A string set l: A given length threshold t: A given similarity threshold Output: A = {hs i ; s j i 2 S Â S j ed l ðs i ; s j Þ t } For the join between two different sets R and S, we first insert grams of string r 2 R into index I, then search each string s 2 S using the index to find local similar pairs.
LOCAL SIMILARITY VERIFICATION
In this section, we show how to do efficient local similarity verification using a matching gram pair hu; vi. In Section 4.1, we introduce a basic method. Then in Section 4.2 we propose several optimization techniques to improve the process.
Verification on a Matching Gram Pair
Consider two strings s i and s j . Suppose there is a q-gram u ¼ s i ½p u ; p u þ q À 1 matching with another q-gram v ¼ s j ½p v ; p v þ q À 1. Naively we need to extend u to a substring a ¼ s i ½a; b (1 a p u ; p u þ q À 1 b js i j) and v to a substring b ¼ s j ½c; d (1 c p v ; p v þ q À 1 d js j j). Then we check if jaj ! l, jbj ! l, and edða; bÞ t. For example, Fig. 5 shows an example, where u ¼ v ¼ RA. We first extend it to a substring pair hGCRAAR; GCRRAARi. Then we check if they satisfy the local similarity constraints. The naive method needs to enumerate all the substring pairs around a matching gram pair to do verification, which can be improved based on the following observation: the matching gram pair hu; vi separates ha; bi into two parts: a substring pair ha l ; b l i on the left (if any) and a substring pair ha r , b r i on the right (if any). A basic verification process is to enumerate all possible substrings on the left and right to check if any of the combinations satisfies ja l j þ ja r j ! l À q and jb l j þ jb r j ! l À q, as well as edða l ; b l Þ þ edða r ; b r Þ t. The correctness and completeness of the basic verification method are formalized in Theorem 1. Proof. Please refer to Appendix A.
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We could easily compute edit distance for all substring pairs on the left and right by building edit distance forward and backward matrices as shown in Fig. 6a . The formal definition of the edit distance forward and backward matrices is given in Definition 2.
Definition 2 (Edit Distance Forward and Backward
Matrices). Given two strings s 1 and s 2 , the edit distance forward matrix is the edit distance matrix of s 1 and s 2 , while the edit distance backward matrix is the edit distance matrix of s À1 1 and s
À1
2 . We utilize two strings a r ¼ s i ½p u þ q; js i j and b r ¼ s j ½p v þ q; js j j to build an edit distance forward matrix D F (see Fig. 6c ). The cell D F ði 2 ; j 2 Þ represents the edit distance of a substring pair
Similarly we construct a reverse string a À1 l for a l ¼ s i ½1; p u À 1 and a reverse string b
We then build an edit distance backward matrix D B (see Fig. 6b ). The cell D B ði 1 ; j 1 Þ represents the edit distance of a substring pair
We verify the two strings' local similarity by checking if a cell hi 1 ; j 1 i 2 D B and a cell hi 2 ;
In this way, the number of combinations of cell pairs equals
In the worst case where the matching gram pair is located in the middle of two strings, it requires ð
combinations, which is Oðjs i j 2 Â js j j 2 Þ.
Optimization Techniques
Now we show three techniques to optimize the verification process.
A Length-Based Approach
First we show that the verifications can be restricted in a small region based on length threshold, denoted by l constraint. Notice that l constraint is different from length filtering used in [14] , [35] .
Lemma 1. Given a length l and an edit distance threshold t, if two strings s i and s j satisfy ed l ðs i ; s j Þ t, there must exist a substring a of string s i and a substring b of string s j , such that edða; bÞ t and one of the following conditions holds:
Proof. Please refer to Appendix A.
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According to Lemma 1, to verify if two strings are locally similar to each other, a conservative length to get the result is l þ t. Since we have found a matching gram of length q, the extensions of matching grams can be restricted within e ¼ l þ t À q characters to the left and the right. The lengthbased approach requires Oðe 4 Þ combinations of ha l ; b l i and ha r ; b r i.
For example, consider the same example in Fig. 5 , let l ¼ 6, t ¼ 2 and q ¼ 2, thus e ¼ 6. In Fig. 6a , all the cells in grey area do not need to be computed. There are 49 cells in the backward and forward matrices respectively. So the number of cell pairs is reduced from 6,561 to 2,401.
A Threshold-Based Approach
Edit distance threshold is widely used to reduce verification cost [7] , [35] . Next we show that it can be used to reduce cell number. Since we are only interested in pairs with edit distance not greater than t, any pair with a value greater than t will not be considered. Consider the same example in Fig. 6 . In the backward matrix D B and forward matrix D F , all the cells in grey color or whose values are marked in grey color do not need to be computed. There are 14 cells left in the backward matrix and 24 cells left in the forward matrix, so the number of cell pairs is reduced from 2,401 to 336. We can further early terminate the process as follows.
(Early termination 1, ET1 for short) We stop the process if a cell hi; ji satisfies i ! l À q, j ! l À q and Dði; jÞ t, since it is enough to claim that the two strings are locally similar. (Early termination 2, ET2 for short) We stop the process if all the cells in a row are greater than t, since all subsequent cells must be greater than t according to the edit distance diagonal property. Consider the example in Fig 7. The process in the forward matrix can be stopped when we reach the cell h4; 4i (ET1), and the process in the backward matrix can be stopped when all the cells in the 4th row are greater than 2 (ET2). Therefore, the number of cell pairs is reduced from 336 to 280.
In this way, the number of cells left in a matrix is Oðl Â tÞ, so the time complexity of the threshold based approach is Oðl 2 Â t 2 Þ.
A Skyline-Based Approach
Ideally we hope to further reduce the number of cell pairs. The challenge is whether we can find a smallest subset of cells for combination without losing any local join results. Next, we propose techniques to address this challenge. We first use an example as shown in Fig. 7 to illustrate the idea of our approach. Consider the two cells h4; 3i and h4; 2i in the forward matrix D F . The values D F ð4; 3Þ ¼ 1 and D F ð4; 2Þ ¼ 2 show that the substring pair hARDC; ARCi is "better" than hARDC; ARi, since the former provides a longer substring pair with smaller edit distance. We call the cell h4; 3i dominates the cell h4; 2i. The formal definition of cell domination is given in Definition 3.
Definition 3 (Cell Domination). Given two cells hi 1 ; j 1 i and
We can see that verifying those pairs with dominating cells is enough to get all join results. The reason is that verifying a longer pair with smaller edit distance can always cover the results of their substring pairs with larger edit distances.
Lemma 2.
In an edit distance matrix, a cell can be discarded without affecting the result of local similarity verification if it is dominated by another cell.
According to Lemma 2, to verify the local similarity, we only need to consider those cells that are not dominated by other cells. The goal is to compute the skyline (i.e., the minimum cell dominating set) of cells, denoted as SKY ðDÞ, which includes all the cells in an edit distance matrix D that are not dominated by any other cell, namely
Example 5. Consider the backward matrix in Fig. 7 . All the cells except those in red box are dominated by other cells, thus can be discarded. Those arrowed lines represent the dominating relationships. The skyline of cells in the backward matrix is SKY ðD B Þ ¼ fh0; 0i; h2; 3i; h3; 4ig. Similarly the skyline of cells in the forward matrix is SKY ðD F Þ ¼ fh2; 2i; h3; 4i, h3; 5i; h4; 3i; h4; 4ig.
Theorem 2. Given an edit distance threshold t, the skyline SKY ðDÞ contains at most ðtþ1Þðtþ2Þ 2
cells.
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Next we show that not all the cells in SKY ðD B Þ and SKY ðD F Þ need to be combined. Consider the three cells in SKY ðD B Þ and the five cells in SKY ðD F Þ in Example 5. We will get 15 combinations of cell pairs. However, this number could be further reduced. We only need to consider a pair of cells hi 1 ; j 1 i 2 SKY ðD B Þ and hi 2 ; j 2 i 2 SKY ðD F Þ where
The reason is that for two strings s i and s j , if ed l ðs i ; s j Þ t, there must be a substring pair ha; bi of hs i ; s j i which satisfies jaj ! l, jbj ! l and edða; bÞ t. Then we can extend a or b to find a new substring pair ha 0 ; b 0 i which satisfies ja 0 j ! l, jb 0 j ! l and edða 0 ; b 0 Þ ¼ t. Therefore, we only care about a cell pair when their value summation is t. Notice that if the extensions reach the boundaries of the strings, we may not be able to find such cell pair, since all the cell value summation could be less than t. In this case, the two strings are locally similar if they satisfy js i j ! l and js j j ! l.
In order to do it efficiently, we group skyline cells with the same value in a group and rank them in ascending order. Then we combine cells in two groups only when their edit distance summation is t. Consider the same example in Fig. 7 . In SKY ðD B Þ, cell values in group fh0; 0ig; fh2; 3ig, and fh3; 4ig are 0; 1; and 2, respectively. Similarly, in SKY ðD F Þ cell values in groups fh2; 2ig, fh3; 4i; h4; 3ig and fh3; 5i; h4; 4ig are 0; 1; and 2, respectively. We do not need to combine cell h3; 4i in the third group in SKY ðD B Þ with cells in the third group in SKY ðD F Þ, since their edit distance summation is larger than 2. And cell h2; 3i in the second group in SKY ðD B Þ does not need to be combined with cell h2; 2i in the first group in SKY ðD F Þ, since their edit distance summation is smaller than 2. In this way, the number of combinations of cell pairs is reduced from 15 to 5 as depicted in Fig. 7 . The time complexity of cell combination is Oðt 3 Þ, and the total time complexity of the skyline based approach is Oðl Â t þ t 3 Þ.
PRUNING MATCHING GRAM PAIRS
In this section, we show that not every matching gram pair needs to be verified using the technique in Section 4. Some matching gram pairs either cause duplicate verifications or generate a substring pair that cannot pass the verification. However, no existing pruning methods can be directly used in LJC problem. To solve the problem, we propose two new orthogonal pruning techniques to reduce candidates and an incremental method to boost the process.
Discarding Consecutive Matching Gram Pairs
First we show that not all the matching gram pairs need to be verified. It is based on an observation that the verifications on several gram pairs always produce duplicate results. We call those gram pairs consecutive matching gram pairs.
Definition 4 (Consecutive Matching Gram Pairs). Consider two strings s i and Given a group of consecutive matching gram pairs, only one of them needs to be extended for further verification. Proof. Please refer to Appendix A.
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It is easy to check if a matching gram pair g i has a consecutive matching gram pair by checking its left characters. If the left characters are the same, we can safely discard g i without verification since there must exist a consecutive matching gram pair on the left of g i . For example, consider two strings s i and s j as shown in Fig. 8 . Let gram length q ¼ 2. hs i ½9; 10; s j ½9; 10i, hs i ½10; 11; s j ½10; 11i, and hs i ½11; 12; s j ½11; 12i are consecutive matching gram pairs. In this case, we only need to verify the gram pair hs i ½9; 10; s j ½9; 10i, since only its left characters C and R are different.
Local Count Filtering
Count-filtering principle [8] has been widely used in global similarity join. It mandates that if a string x and a string y are within edit distance t, they must share at least LB ¼ maxðjxj; jyjÞ À q þ 1 À q Â t common q-grams.
In this section, we show how to introduce count filtering in the scenario of LJC problem to prune those matching gram pairs that could not generate the final results.
Theorem 4. If two strings s i and s j satisfy ed l ðs i ; s j Þ t, there must exist an l-length substring x in s i and an l-length substring y in s j , such that x and y share at least LB ¼ lþ 1 À q Â ðt þ 1Þ ! 1 common q-grams, in which 1 q b l tþ1 c. Proof. Please refer to Appendix A.
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Local Count Filtering. Given a length threshold l, an edit distance threshold t, and a gram length q (1 q b l tþ1 cÞ, if none of an l-length substring a in s i and an l-length substring b in s j share LBðLB ¼ l þ 1 À q Â ðt þ 1ÞÞ common q-gram, then s i and s j cannot satisfy ed l ðs i ; s j Þ t.
Theorem 5. Local count filtering will not cause any false dismissal.
We could utilize an l-length sliding window to determine which matching gram pair needs to be verified. Matching grams can also be found by using inverted index. Consider two strings s i and s j , suppose that the q-grams in string s j are indexed, so that we can scan the q-grams within an l-length window of string s i to find their matching grams. And we verify the matching gram pairs only when the count number is not less than LB.
For an l-length window in string s i , we utilize a min heap to get a sorted matching gram list, so that counting grams in an l-length window can stop if it finds a gram outside the current window. Fig. 9 shows an example. Let l ¼ 5, t ¼ 1 and q ¼ 2, we have LB ¼ 2. Consider the first window in string s i . It contains four grams g1, g2, g3, and g4. We first get the sorted matching gram list of string s j as shown on the right. Counting matching grams in the window at position 2 in s j stops when it finds that gram g2 is outside the current window. So there is only one matching gram pair in this window. Since LB ¼ 2, the matching gram pair g1 from s i and s j does not need to be verified. While counting matching grams in the window at position 8 will find three matching grams g2, g3, and g4. Since the gram count is larger than 2, these gram pairs need to be verified. Notice that we can utilize both Theorems 3 and 4. In this example, the matching grams g3 and g4 do not need to be verified.
Incremental Local Count Filtering
In this section, we show that local count filtering can be used incrementally since neighbor windows share several common grams. By doing so, the performance of choosing matching gram pairs can be improved significantly.
Incremental Techniques
We first consider the case for a fixed l-length window in a string s i . We slide an l-length window through all the positions of the matching grams in s j . During the process, we update the count of matching grams. We subtract one when a matching gram leaves the current window and add one when a new matching gram arrives in the window.
Reconsider the example in Fig. 9 . For the window at position 1 in s i , the window at position 8 in s j contains three matching grams (g2, g3, and g4). When sliding the window to position 9 in s j , gram g2 leaves from the window and no new matching gram arrives, so the number of matching grams in this window is 2.
The process can be further improved based on the observation: every time we slide the window for one step in s j , only one gram leaves from the window, which results in the number of matching grams reducing one. Let the number of grams in a window be n and n > LB, we can skip n À LB steps sliding, since if we slide the window within n À LB steps, the gram count must be greater or equal to LB. Consider the same example in Fig. 9 , let LB ¼ 2. For the window at position 1 in s i , when we slide the window to position 8, the number of matching grams in the window is 3. We can directly slide the window to position 10.
When sliding the window from position 1 to 2 in string s i , we hope to avoid counting matching grams in every window in s j as what we did for the first window in s i . In general, when the window is slid from position p to p þ 1 in s i , the leftmost gram g l in the window at position p leaves and rightmost gram g r in the window at position p þ 1 arrives. So we need to delete the matching grams of g l and insert the matching grams of g r into the sorted matching gram list of s j . Consider the same example in Fig. 9 . When we slide the window in s i from position 1 to position 2, gram g1 leaves and gram g5 arrives. Correspondingly, in s j , we need to remove the matching grams g1 at positions 2 and 13 and insert the matching grams g5 at positions 3 and 17.
Let g m r be a matching gram of g r in s j . We only need to verify the matching gram pair hg r ; g m r i if the count number of the window at position g m r À l þ q in s j is greater than or equal to LB. Notice that we do not need to verify other gram pairs. The reason is as follows. Before inserting the new gram pair, if other gram pairs belong to a window containing at least LB matching grams, then they have already be verified. Otherwise, it means those gram pairs cannot pass local count filtering without the new gram pair. In this case, verifying the new gram pair is enough. And the maximal count number arises when we align the ends of an l-length window to the end of g m r , thus we only need to check the window at position g m r À l þ q in s j . Consider the example in Fig. 9 . For the first matching gram g5 in s j , the count number is 1, so the matching gram pair hs i ½5; q þ 4; s j ½3; q þ 2i does not need to be verified. While for the second matching gram g5 in s j , the count number is 2, so the matching gram pair hs i ½5; q þ 4; s j ½17; q þ 16i needs to be verified.
Detailed Algorithm
Algorithm 2 shows the detailed algorithm. It visits each string s i 2 S. For the first l-length window of string s i , it finds the matching grams using an inverted index I, and gets the sorted matching gram lists (line 5). For a string s j , which contains several matching grams, the function first sets the current window aligned with the first gram (line 7), then checks the rest grams until the next gram is out of the current window (line 9). Then it checks the gram count in the current window. If the number is not less than LB (line 11), it prunes the consecutive matching gram pairs and verifies the rest gram pairs (line 13). Notice that since we use two cursors x and y to denote the first gram and the last gram of the current window, the gram count can be directly computed based the cursors, which is y À x þ 1. After the verification, it skips y À x þ 1À LB steps sliding (line 15). Then it does incremental local count filtering on the other l-length windows (line 18). In the end, it updates the inverted index (line 20). A Special Case. Consider a special case when LB ¼ 1, the local count filtering becomes unnecessary. In this case, one matching gram pair is enough to pass the local count filtering, and all the matching gram pairs except the consecutive matching gram pairs need to be verified. We can modify the process as follows. We start the process by finding a matching gram pair of length q. If their left characters are different, we directly do the local similarity verification. In this way, we save the costs of both maintaining matching gram lists and counting grams in an l-length sliding window.
Algorithm 2. LS-JOIN-WINDOW(S;
Notice that, LB ¼ 1 is the sufficient condition of q ¼ b Complexity. We first analyze the space complexity. The inverted index includes grams and their inverted lists. For string s, it generates jsj À q þ 1 grams. Suppose we can encode a string in a constant space, the space complexity of the grams is Oð P s2S ðjsj À q þ 1ÞÞ. As each gram has an string id and position, the space complexity of the inverted list is also Oð P s2S ðjsj À q þ 1ÞÞ. And for an l-length window at position i in string s, the space complexity of the sorted matching gram lists is Oð P x2gramsðs½i;iþlÀ1;qÞ wðxÞÞ, in which wðxÞ is list length of gram x. So the maximum space cost of the sorted matching gram lists is Next, we analyze the time complexity. Recall that for each string s 2 S, we use three steps to get all its local similar pairs. The first step is to find candidates, which includes two parts. The first part is for generating matching gram pairs and its time complexity is Oð P x2gramsðs;qÞ wðxÞÞ, since for each gram x decomposed from s, we need to scan the inverted list of x to generate all matching gram pairs. The second part is for generating candidates and its time complexity can be estimated as Oð P x2gramsðs;qÞ wðxÞ Â logðLÞÞ, where L represents the average matching gram number in the processed strings for the grams in an l-length window of string s, and logðLÞ is the cost to keep these matching grams in ascending order. The time complexity for the first step is The second step is for verifying candidates. As we know, a matching gram pair hu; vi is a candidate only if there exists a pair of substrings extended from hu; vi such that they contain enough number of common grams (see Theorem 4). Let PrðX ! LBÞ be the probability of a matching gram pair being a candidate. Then the candidate number can be estimated as P x2gramsðs;qÞ wðxÞ Â PrðX ! LBÞ: According to the analysis of verification in Section 4, the time complexity of verification for a gram pair is Oðl Â t þ t 3 Þ, so the time complexity of the second step is O X x2gramsðs;qÞ
The third step is for updating inverted index. Since the update cost for a gram is Oð1Þ and there are jsj À q þ 1 grams for string s. The time complexity of the third step is Oðjsj À q þ 1Þ. Therefore the total time complexity for the string set S is Analysis of Gram Length q. Below we show that the gram length q can affect the performance. Given a string s 2 S, for a q-gram x 2 gramsðs; qÞ, we can use each gram y in the inverted list of x to construct a matching gram pairs hx; yi. So a larger q requires less time to generate all matching gram pairs since it associates with a shorter inverted list of x (i.e. a smaller wðxÞ). The number of candidates for gram x equals to wðxÞ Â PrðX ! LBÞ. The lower bound of local count filtering is LB ¼ l þ 1 À q Â ðt þ 1Þ. It is clear to see that a larger q leads to a smaller LB, and further a larger PrðX ! LBÞ. So the time for verfiying candidates could be varied since number of candiates wðxÞ Â PrðX ! LBÞ does not change monotonically with q.
We report the effect of gram length q for different data sets in Section 7.3.
LOCATING LOCAL SIMILAR PAIRS
In this section, we focus on the second problem, locating local similar pairs (LJL problem). We show how to extend the LS-Join approach to efficiently compute the longest similar substring pairs and construct matching gram pairs for the LJL problem.
Locating Technique
To find the longest similar substring pairs, we slightly modify the proposed method in Section 4 as follows. When computing the skyline of cells, the extension length of a matching gram pair is not restricted by the length e, in which e ¼ l þ t À q. Thus all the techniques proposed in Section 4 can be used except the l-constraint and early termination 1 (ET1).
When combining the left and right cells, we can get several similar matching substrings. For two strings s i and s j , we record the first local similar substring pair ha; bi, and store the current longest matching length as minðjaj; jbjÞ. Then we update it if a new matching substring pair is longer than the current one.
Example 6. Consider the example in Fig. 10 . Let l ¼ 6 and t ¼ 2. In the backward matrix, the skyline of cells SKY ðD B Þ ¼ fh0; 0i; h2; 3i; h3; 4ig, and in the forward matrix, the skyline of cells SKY ðD F Þ ¼ fh2; 2i; h3; 4i; h4; 3i, h5; 5ig. Among them, the longest matching pair is the combination of cells h2; 3i and h4; 3i, where minðjaj; jbjÞ ¼ 8. The longest similar substrings are a ¼ GCRAARDC and b ¼ GCRRAARC.
The time complexity of computing the skyline of cells in matrix D is Oðl 0 Â tÞ, in which l 0 is the longest extension length on one direction. It depends on the string length and when the computing process can be early terminated using ET2. In the worst case, we have l 0 ¼ minðjs i j; js j jÞ À q. The time complexity of combining skyline of cells in both backward matrix and forward matrix is still Oðt 3 Þ. So the time complexity of computing the longest matching pair for a matching gram pair is Oðl 0 Â t þ t 3 Þ.
Local Count Filtering with Incremental Window Length
To find matching gram pairs for the LJL problem, naively we can still utilize the proposed techniques in Section 5. It can further be improved based on the following observation. For two strings s i and s j , if we have already found their substrings a and b satisfy ed h ða; bÞ t, in which h ! l, we can improve the filter condition by discarding the matching gram pairs which cannot extend to similar substring pairs with length longer than h. The problem is transformed to finding matching gram pairs for ed hþ1 ðs i ; s j Þ t. Therefore the lower bound number of matching grams in Section 5.2 is changed to LB 0 ¼ h þ 2 À q Â ðt þ 1Þ for an ðh þ 1Þ-length substring pair.
Notice that, when processing string s i using the gram inverted index I, we could find different lengths of local similar pairs. For example, we need to keep the window length l in s i for one string s j , whereas increase the window length in s i from l to l þ 1 for another string s k since we are aiming at locating the longest local similar pair for each pair of strings.
EXPERIMENTS
We implemented the proposed techniques and conducted an extensive experimental study using three real data sets 2 (1) IMDB, which contains 1,568,893 film names taken from the IMDB website. 3 The average length is 26, and the alphabet size is 161. (2) DBLP, which contains 1,158,648 bibliography records taken from DBLP Website. 4 The average length is 74, and the alphabet size is 93. (3) Protein, which contains 508,038 protein sequences obtained from the uniprot database. 5 The average length is 347, and the alphabet size is 25. To better study the scalability of the proposed method, we also performed experiments using synthetic string collections. Table 1 shows the parameter ranges.
All the algorithms were implemented in C++ and compiled with G++ 4.7 with a "-O3" flag. The experiments were run on a machine with 2.93 GHz Intel Core CPU, 8 GB main memory, and a Ubuntu operating system.
Comparison with Global Similarity Join
Compared to global similarity join, local similarity join can identify more local similar results. For example, similar IMDB records Mission: Impossible II and Mission: Impossible-Operation Surma can be detected using local similarity join but failed to be found using global similarity join. Similarly, DBLP record Data structures and algorithms for approximate string matching and Filter algorithms for approximate string matching can be detected using local similarity join but not global similarity join. The same situation occurred on Protein data set. Table 2 shows that compare with local similarity join, a large proportion of similar substrings cannot be identified by global similarity join methods.
Overall Performance
We evaluated the overall performance of the proposed methods. Two methods were evaluated. (1) Check method, which utilizes the skyline-based verification method in Section 4 and incremental local count filtering method in Section 5.3 to find local similar string pairs. (2) Locate method, which utilizes local count filtering with incremental window length and locating method in Section 6 to find the longest local matching pairs. The whole time cost was spent on (i) constructing matching gram pairs, (ii) verifying matching gram pairs, and (iii) updating the inverted index. We show these time costs separately and use subscripts "C", "V", and "U" to denote them, respectively. Notice that the cost of updating inverted index is very little compared with the other two steps. Fig. 11 shows the performance using different edit distance thresholds. Apparently for a fixed l, the time increased when we increased the threshold t, since more candidates were generated for a larger edit distance, which required more time to do verification. Fig. 12 shows the performance using different length thresholds. We fixed the threshold t and varied length threshold l. When we increased the threshold l, the time cost decreased, since we found fewer candidates for a larger threshold l. The performance of the Check method was better than the Locate method, since the latter one needs to take more time to locate the longest matching substrings. Take the protein data set as an example, when l ¼ 120, it took 522.8 seconds to join 508,038 strings, and 576.1 seconds to compute their longest substring pairs.
Gram Pair Construction Methods
We evaluated three gram pair construction methods: (1) The basic pruning method, which generates every matching gram pair as discussed in Section 3, denoted by GenGram-Basic; (2) The local count filtering method, which checks the gram count in an l-length substring pair as discussed in Section 5.2, denoted by GenGram-LocalCount; and (3) The GenGramLocalCount method combined with consecutive matching grams pruning technique as described in Section 5.1, denoted by GenGram-NoRedundant. We used the GenGram-Basic method as the baseline to show the pruning power of GenGram-LocalCount and GenGram-NoRedundant. The setting was the same as constructed by GenGram-LocalCount or GenGramNoRedundant, #gram b is the number of gram pairs constructed by GenGram-Basic. Fig. 13 shows the pruning power of the two methods. We found that GenGram-Basic generated many unnecessary gram pairs in all the settings. Take the IMDB data as an example. When t ¼ 1, 99.91 percent of the gram pairs were pruned using GenGram-LocalCount method; while 99.97 percent of the gram pairs were pruned using GenGram-NoRedundant. When t ¼ 4, 93.65 percent of the gram pairs were pruned using GenGram-LocalCount, and 96.61 percent of gram pairs were pruned using GenGramNoRedundant.
With the increase of threshold t, the pruning power of GenGram-LocalCount decreased. The reason is that when t increased, the gram count bound LB decreased, so the pruning power became weaker. For the protein data set, when t ¼ 11, only 52.31 percent of the gram pairs were pruned by GenGram-LocalCount, while 88.29 percent of the gram pairs were pruned by GenGram-NoRedundant.
Effect of Gram Length q. We evaluated the pruning power of GenGram-NoRedundant method for different gram lengths q. The results are shown in Table 3 . As q increased, the pruning power first increased, then decreased. The reason is that when q increased, the inverted lists became shorter, but LB also decreased. These two factors were "competing" in terms of their effect on the number of candidates. We also evaluated the total running time for different gram lengths. Table 4 shows the results. Similar with the results shown in Table 3 , with the increasing of q, the time cost first decreased, then increased. The total time cost depends on both the filtering and verification processes. And we find that in IMDB data set, the highest pruning power happened when q ¼ 3, but it did not take the shortest time. The result is consistent with our analysis in Section 5.3.2. Although it took less time in verification step, it took more time in filtering step. Performance of Incremental Gram Pair Construction Method. We compared two methods: (1) the basic gram pair construction method, denoted by NoIncremental. (2) the incremental method as discussed in Section 5.3, denoted by Incremental. Fig. 14 shows that Incremental method avoided a lot of redundant computations compared to NoIncremental method, thus reduced the time cost. And the gap became bigger for larger length thresholds.
Evaluating Verification Methods
We evaluated four verification methods. (1) The Verify-Basic method proposed in Section 4.1 (it enumerates all cell pairs in the backward and forward matrices); (2) The Verify-Length method proposed in Section 4.2.1 (it reduces cell pairs based on length threshold); (3) The Verify-Threshold method proposed in Section 4.2.2 (it further reduces cell pairs based on edit distance threshold); and (4) the Verify-Skyline method proposed in Section 4.2.3 (it only utilizes dominating cells to do verification).
Efficiency. We compared the verification time of the four methods in Fig. 15 . Take the IMDB data set for example, the performance of Verify-Basic was the worst. Verify-Length was 2 À 6 times faster than Verify-Basic. Verify-Threshold further reduced the time cost (3-45 times faster than Verify-Basic), while Verify-Skyline achieved the best performance (20-90 times faster than Verify-Basic). On other data sets, with the increase of average string length and length threshold l, the gap between those methods became bigger. In particular, Verify-Basic could not finished the job in 100,000 seconds, thus was stopped. The results are consistent with our early analysis. As the time complexity of Verify-Basic is Oðjs 1 j 2 Â js 2 j 2 Þ, the performance was worst. Verify-Length reduced it to Oðe 4 Þ. Verify-Threshold improved the time complexity to Oðl 2 Â t 2 Þ. While Verify-Skyline further reduced the time complexity to Oðl Â t þ t 3 Þ.
Scalability
To better study the scalability of the proposed method, we performed experiments using synthetic data sets. We varied the sizes of the data sets, average string lengths, and alphabet sizes to test the performance of our method. For each data set, we run three local similar join locating jobs. We set the length thresholds as 20, 50, and 100 respectively, and the edit distance threshold as 10 percent of the according length threshold. The results are shown in Fig. 16 . We first set the average string length to be 120, the alphabet size to be 26. We varied the data sizes from 1 million to 5 million and tested the time cost of our method. The results are shown in Fig. 16a . We can see that the performance of our method had nearly linear relationship with data size. Then we set the string number to be 1 million, and varied the average string lengths from 30 to 480 as shown in Fig. 16b . We find that it took more time on longer strings. The reason is that longer strings generated more candidates and results. Finally we varied the alphabet sizes from 4 to 100 as shown in Fig. 16c . We can see that our method took more time on data sets with smaller alphabets. The reason is that strings with smaller alphabet have higher probability to be locally similar. 
Index Sizes
We evaluated index sizes on the three real data sets. Table 5 shows the index sizes using different gram lengths. We can find that with the increasing gram length q, the index size decreased, which is consistent with our space analysis in Section 5.3.2. The index sizes for Check and Locate methods are the same. We also tested the index size on synthetic data sets. The results are shown in Fig. 17 . We can see that the index size of our method had nearly linear relationship with the number of strings and average string length. The alphabet size has little effect on the index size.
Comparison with Other Methods
We chose four existing well-known approximate string search and join methods and made the following modifications to make them support local similarity join.
(1) Pass-Join [17] is the most efficient global similarity join method reported in the literature. We modified it by searching substrings with lengths between l and l þ t, denoted LPass-Join. (2) The approach [6] is the most efficient approximate entity extraction method reported in the literature. We modified it by enumerating all the l-length substrings as entities, denoted LTaste. If it finds a string r containing a substring a with length not less than l, and a is similar to an entity b in s, we add hr; si into the result set. (3) The approach [27] is the most efficient approximate substring matching method reported in the literature. We modified it by searching all the l-length substrings in each string, denoted LASM. For an l-length substring a in string r, if it finds a similar substring b with length not less than l in string s, we add hr; si into the result set. (4) We modified the ðl; tÞ local similarity search method [3] to support local similarity join, denoted LSSM. We modified it to a loop process which searches all the strings and check if the matching substrings satisfy the local similarity constraints.
The comparison results are shown in Fig. 18 . Since all the other methods require long time to find all similar substring pairs, we had to use smaller data sets to do the comparison.
We can find the performance of all the other methods decreased significantly with the increasing edit distance threshold. For all the three data sets, our method performed much better than the other methods. The comparison results show that modifying existing approximate string methods cannot efficiently solve the local similarity join problem.
Evaluating Parallelism
We also implemented a parallel local similarity join method. To execute the local similarity join operation in parallel, we follow the same way in [10] to first split the dataset S into several small datasets, and use threads to process them as follows. Consider m threads are used, we first split the whole dataset into m small datasets S Fig . 19 shows the running time using different number of threads. We can find that the running time decreased smoothly with the increase of thread number. Take the IMDB dataset as an example. When t ¼ 2, the method took 2,701 seconds using 2 threads, and 749 seconds using 8 threads. Since the local similarity verification can be processed in an independent thread, our method achieves high parallelism. The speedup can reach about 6x with 8 threads.
RELATED WORK
There are many existing studies on global similarity search and join. They can be broadly classified into two categories. The first one is signature-based methods [2] , [4] , [8] , [15] , [17] , [19] , [20] , [33] , [34] . They usually follow a filter-andrefine framework. Grams, chunks, and deletion neighborhoods are the most commonly used signatures to generate candidate pairs. Those candidates will be further verified to get the final results. The second category is trie-based methods [5] , [9] , [18] , [25] , [30] , which use a trie structure to share the redundant computation for the same prefix. Using this structure, two groups of strings can be pruned by each other if their prefixes are not similar. There are also several studies on parallel similarity join [10] , [26] . These parallel techniques are orthogonal to our method.
Deng et al. [6] , Li et al. [16] , Wang et al. [29] studied the problem of approximate entity extraction. Wang et al. [27] studied the problem of approximate substring matching. Kim et al. [12] studied the problem of top-k approximate substring matching. Another related problem is so-called "ðk; lÞ substring matching problem" [3] . It finds all locations in the text where an l-length substring occurs with at most k differences. The difference between these works and ours is that these studies considered similarity matching between a substring and a whole string (an entity or a query), while we consider similarity matching between two substrings, which makes the problem even more difficult. In addition, ðk; lÞ substring matching problem is not a symmetric similarity definition, while our study considers symmetric functions, i.e., if a string x is similar to another string y, then y must be similar to x as well. In bioinformatics, the Smith-Waterman algorithm [21] is widely used to find the optimal local alignment with respect to a given similarity scoring scheme. A heuristic extensionbased method called BLAST was proposed in [1] to speed up the Smith-Waterman process, which is widely used to do highly sensitive similarity search for DNA and protein sequences. A BWT-based method was proposed in [32] to get all local similar pairs among two long biosequences with lengths from a few million to a few billion. This similarity scoring scheme is specially defined for bio-applications based on a given input Expectation value (a.k.a. E-value) [1] , which is not suitable for other applications like web documents, records in product lists, or English texts. The edit distance and length constraints defined in this paper can support local similarity join for various applications as shown in our experiments. Under our definition, we propose an efficient approach which guarantees to get all results with neither false positive nor false negative.
Notice that we focus on finding all the syntactically similar pairs in this paper. Semantic similarity is a different problem and is not considered in this paper.
CONCLUSION
In this paper we studied the local similarity join problem. We proposed a framework called LS-JOIN to do efficient local similarity join. It first found matching gram pairs, then extended them to do verification. We first focused on the sub-problem of "checking local similar pairs," and proposed several techniques to do efficient local similarity verification. We also proposed a local count filtering technique and several techniques to carefully choose matching gram pairs. Then we extended the approach LS-JOIN to solve the sub-problem of "locating local similar pairs." At last, We conducted extensive experiments on real and synthetic datasets to show the efficiency of the proposed techniques. In our future work, we will study local similarity join under the environment with limited memory, in a parallel way, as well as local similarity join with other similarity functions. tþ1 c), but by using our verification method, we cannot find this answer. According to Definition 1, we know l > t, so b l tþ1 c ! 1. It is a reasonable assumption, since if l t, any two strings with length not less than l are locally similar, because the allowed edit distance exceeds the length constraint. According to this assumption, we cannot find this local similar pair ha; bi from any matching gram pair, therefore, in the alignment corresponding to edða; bÞ the longest matching substring could not be longer than q À 1. In such alignment, totally there are at most t edit operations and ðt þ 1Þ matching substrings, each of which has length of ðq À 1Þ. So the longest length of the string a (or b) is jaj t þ ðt þ 1Þðq À 1Þ. Since jaj ! l, we get l t þ ðt þ 1Þðq À 1Þ. However, based on q b
It is conflicted with the condition l t þ ðt þ 1Þðq À 1Þ, so the assumption does not hold.
t u
The Proof Lemma 1. Since ed l ðs i ; s j Þ t, let a and b be two substrings of s i and s j respectively, which satisfy that jaj ! l, jbj ! l and edða; bÞ t. Assuming that jbj ! jaj, we have l jaj jbj jaj þ t. If jaj ¼ l, then condition (i) holds. If jaj > l, we can construct two substrings a 0 and b 0 by removing the last jaj À l characters from a and b respectively, so ja 0 j ¼ l, l jb 0 j l þ t. According to the edit distance diagonal property, we have edða 0 ; b 0 Þ t, so condition (i) holds. Similarly, when jaj ! jbj, condition (ii) holds. t u
The Proof Theorem 2. We first prove that there cannot be two cells with the same value on any two neighbor diagonals. First consider the case when two cells hi; ji and hi 0 ; j 0 i are on the same diagonal. Let Dði; jÞ ¼ Dði 0 ; j 0 Þ. If i > i 0 , we know hi; ji 0 hi 0 ; j 0 i; otherwise hi 0 ; j 0 i 0 hi; ji. In either case, SKY ðDÞ cannot contain both of them. Next consider the case when two cells are on neighbor diagonals. Suppose there is a cell hi; ji and another cell hi 0 ; j 0 i, which is on the same diagonal with cell hi þ 1; ji. Let Dði; jÞ ¼ Dði 0 ; j 0 Þ. If i 0 ! i þ 1, then hi 0 ; j 0 i 0 hi; ji; otherwise hi; ji 0 hi 0 ; j 0 i. In either case, they cannot be both in SKY ðDÞ. The case where cell hi 0 ; j 0 i is on the same diagonal with cell hi À 1; ji can be proved in the same way. Next we prove that the number of dominating cells with value t cannot be more than t þ 1. Since we have ji À jj Dði; jÞ t, the diagonals containing cells with value t cannot be more than 2t þ 1. As there cannot exist two cells with the same value t on two neighbor diagonals, there can be at most t þ 1 dominating cells with value t on the 2t þ 1 diagonals.
In summary, the number of cells in SKY ðDÞ is at most 1 þ 2 þ Á Á Á þ ðt þ 1Þ ¼ there exists an l-length substring a and an ðl þ tÞ-length substring b satisfying 0 t t and edða; bÞ t. By removing the last t characters from a and b respectively, we get new substrings a 0 and b 0 such that ja 0 j ¼ l À t, jb 0 j ¼ l. According to the edit distance diagonal property, we have edða 0 ; b 0 Þ t. Then according to count filtering, a 0 and b 0 must share at least LB ¼ l À q þ 1 À q Â t q-grams. Let x be an l-length substring covering a 0 and y ¼ b, we have jxj ¼ l, jyj ¼ l and they share at least LB ¼ l þ 1 À q Â ðt þ 1Þ common q-grams. Similarly we can prove the correctness for case 2. Next we prove that we can always promise LB ! 1 when 1 q b The Proof Theorem 5. Apparently t < l, otherwise any two strings are similar, actually in real application t ( l, we have b l tþ1 c ! 1. Recall our method can determine q onthe-fly, therefore, any local similar pair must not be pruned using the local count filtering since they must share at least LB common q-grams. Chengfei Liu received the PhD degree in computer science from Nanjing University, China, in 1988. Currently, he is a professor with the Swinburne University of Technology, Australia. His research interests include keywords search on structured data, query processing, and refinement for advanced database applications, query processing on uncertain data and big data, and data-centric workflows. He is a member of the IEEE and the ACM.
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